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Quantifier-Negation Interaction in English: 
A Corpus Linguistic Study of all…not Constructions1
Gunnel Tottie and Anja Neukom-Hermann
1.  Introduction
1.1.. Negation.and.corpus.linguistics
Much. of. the.work. on. negation. in. various. disciplines. such. as. philosophy,.
psychology.and. linguistics.has.been.based.on. intuition.and. introspection,.
and. empirical. studies. have. prob.ably. not. constituted. the.majority.. In. psy-
chology.as.well.as. in.linguistics,.empirical.studies.have.often.been.exper-











able,. representative. historical. cor.pora. have. only. existed. since. the. 1980s,.
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on.negative.infinitive.clauses,.and.Warner.(2005).on.do-support.in.negative.
sentences..
For. Present-Day. English,. computerized. corpora. have. been. available.
since.the.1960s,.pro.viding.valuable.sources.of.data..Tottie.(1983).used.the.
pioneer. one-million-word. Brown.Corpus. for. a. study. of. the. variation. be-
tween. synthetic. and. analytic. forms. of. nega.tion. (“no-negation”. and. “not-
negation”).in.American.English..Tottie.(1991).dealt.with.that.topic.as.well.
as. the. pragmatics. of. negation. and. the. variation.between. affixal. and.non-
affixal.nega.tion. in.British.English,.based.on. two.other.early.corpora,. the.
London-Lund. Corpus. (500,000. words). and. the. Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen.
Corpus.(LOB,.1.million.words)..Not-con.traction.has.been.treated.by.several.














been.a.puzzle.both. for. logic. and. linguistics.–. cf..Horn.and. the. literature.
reviewed. by. him. (1989:. 226–231. and. 490–503). and. later. works. like. e.g..
Büring.(1997)..Things.are.especial.ly.compli.cated.in.sentences.where.a.uni-





. . a.. Not all the.arrows.hit.the.target. ~A neg-q
. . b.. All.the.arrows.‘not-hit’.(no.arrows.hit.the.target). A~. neg-v
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(2).. All.the.boys.didn’t.leave
. . a.. Not all the.boys.left.. . ~A neg-q  
. . b.. All.the.boys.‘not-left’.(no.boys.left,.all.stayed). A~. neg-v
Wide.scope.of.negation.over.the.quantifier.can.be.symbolized.as.~A,.and.
narrow.scope.over.the.verb.as.A~..In.what.follows,.we.will.use.the.terms.
neg-q. and.neg-v,. respect.ively.2.neg-q. can.normally.be.paraphrased.by.
not all with. not-negation. and.neg-v. by. no-negation,. i.e.. words. like. no, 
nothing, none, no one, nobody..(But.see.the.discussion.in.section.6.1.)
Logicians. like. e.g.. Lepore. (2000:. 312). have. argued. that. the. only. (cor-
rect).readings.of.sentences.like.(1).and.(2).are.(1b).and.(2b),.neg-v..Lepore.
does.admit.that.ambiguity.can.arise.in.certain.cases.but.dismisses.them.as.









However,. there. has. been. little. empirical. research. concerning. how.
speakers. and. writers. actually. use. and. interpret. all…not constructions..






1989:. 229). and.Baltin. (1974)..Horn. (1989:. 229). finds. support. for.Labov’s.
and.Baltin’s.views.when.they.state.that.the.dialect.split.posited.by.Carden.




the. results.of. a. large-scale.corpus. study.of. the. interaction.of. a.quantifier.
2. The.terms.neg-q.and.neg-v.are.adopted.from.Carden.(1970).and.also.used.by.
Horn..











constructions.rather.than.unambiguous.not all or.no/none versions..We.first.
treat. structural. and. stylistic. factors,. and. continue.with. discourse.motiva-
tions.and.historical. factors..Finally,. in. section.7,.we. summarize.our. find-
ings.and.discuss.their.implications.for.the.description.of.English.and.how.
they.may.be.accommodated.within.linguistic.theories..
2. Three readings of all…not constructions
The.inspiration.for.our.work was.a.pioneering.unpublished.study.from.1985.
by.the.late.Josef.Taglicht..Taglicht.based.his.study.on.corpus.evidence.from.









. . a.. Not all.the.bills.amount.to.$50.. . neg-q
. . b.. All.the.bills.‘not-amount’.to.$50.(no.bills.do) neg-v
. . c.. All.the.bills.taken.together.do.not.amount.to.$50. coll[ective]
3. The.coll.reading.seems.to.have.been.first.observed.by.Tobler.(1902)..Jespersen.
mentions. the. reading. ‘the. sum.of’. for.all, as. in.On me, whose all.not equals 
Edwards moytie (Shakespeare,.Richard III,.I,.2,.250)..
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The.third.reading.in.(3c).is.collective,.meaning.that.the.sum.of.the.bills,.the.
bills. taken. to.gether,.do.not.amount. to. fifty.dollars,.whereas. the. readings.
in.(3a).and.(3b).are.distribu.tive,.i.e..they.refer.to.the.individual.bills..((3).is.
a.very.clear.example.of.a.sentence.with.three.different.readings,.but.it.can.
sometimes.be.difficult. to.determine.whether. a.neg-v. or. a.coll. reading.
should.be.assigned,.as.will.be.demonstrated.in.what.follows.)















3.   All…not constructions in the British National Corpus
3.1.. Aims.and.limitations
We. therefore. decided. to. use. the. British. National. Corpus,. containing. ap-
proximately.90.million.words.of.written.text.and.10.million.words.of.tran-
scribed.speech,.seeking.to.answer.the.following.questions:.
4. Carroll’s.version.has.put Humpty Dumpty in his place again;.as.Alice.remarks,.
that.makes.the.line.far.too.long..
5. Taglicht’s. original. figures. were:.neg-q:. 13/21,.neg-v:. 0/21. and.coll:. 8/21;.













where. the. lexical. item.all precedes. the. negator.not. (except. for. examples.
where.all. follows.a.NP,.as.in. the men all didn’t leave)..We.thus.do.not.in-
clude. constructions. with. the. universal. quantifier. every. or. combinations.
with.this.element.like.everyone, everybody, everything,.or.instances.where.
other.negators.such.as.never. are.used.6.We.also.do.not. report.on. the.use.
of.constructions.where.not precedes.the.universal.quantifier,.as.in.Not all 




Moreover,. we. cannot. take. prosody. into. account.. As. has. often. been.
pointed.out.(e.g..Liberman.and.Sag.1974:.417,.Horn.1989:.229,.Ladd.1980:.
145–162,.Büring.1997),. intonation.and.stress.can.be.crucial.for. the.disam-
biguation. of. all…not. constructions.. Thus. a. combination. of. fall-rise. and.










. (ii). Not all.the.water.in.the.rough.rude.sea.
. Can.wash. the.balme. from.an.anoynted.king.. (Shakespeare,.Richard II,. III,.2,.
54–55).
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(6).. a.. \/. A´ll.the.men.didn’t go. . neg-q
. . b.. \..All.the.men.didn’t.go.. . neg-v
However,. the.spoken.part.of. the.BNC.does.not.contain.information.about.
prosody,. and. the.written.part. obviously. cannot.do. so..This.does.not. seri-
ously.invalidate.our.study,.as.the.spoken.material.accounts.for.only.a.frac-
tion.of.our.sample.(7%;.see.below),.and.as.far.as. interpreting. the.written.
material. is. concerned,. we. are. obviously. no. worse. off. than. the. original.
readers.of.the.texts.under.investigation..Our.interpretations.are.thus.based.
on.contextual. information,.which. is.accessible. in.BNC,.and.world.knowl-
edge..Furthermore,. as.Horn. (1989:. 231). points. out,. “any.general. account.





We.searched.for.constructions.of. the. form.all (NP) V n’t/not in.main.and.
subordinate.clauses,.by.means.of.a.Perl.script.prepared.for.us.by.Sebastian.
Hoffmann.. This. is. not. a. trivial. task;. finding. the. right. restrictions. is. dif-
ficult,.and.we. therefore.chose. to.optimize.recall. rather. than.precision,. i.e..
we.made.sure.that.we.did.not.exclude.relevant.examples.by.making.search.
criteria. too.rigorous..The.first. search. therefore.yielded.a. large.number.of.
examples:.2,416..These.sentences.were.then.checked.manually,.yielding.495.
relevant. cases. or. just. under. 5. instances. per.million.words..All…not con-










taining.all.plus.negation.under. the.heading.Quantifiers. in. their.survey.of. fre-
quent.collocations..


















Very. complex. or. abstract. contexts,.where. features. in. other. clauses. influ-
enced.the.interpret.ation.of.the.all…not.construction,.also.caused.problems..





situation.had.been.different. then. it.would. still. be. true. that. if.all. of.
either.had.not.existed,.then.if.the.other.had.not,.the.effect.would.not.
have.occurred... [EVX:.0183;.neg-q]




(13). It. seemed.all.of.her. father’s.old.acquaintances.had.not.been. too. im-
pressed.by.his.choice.of.wife...[AD9:.1347;.uncl.(neg-q.or.neg-v?)]
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(14). …all.that.we’ve.done.over.the.last.40.years.is.not.as.important.as.what.
we.do.next.week... [CHA:.1470;.uncl.(neg-v.or.coll?)]
In. (13),.was.everyone.unimpressed.by. the. father’s.choice.of.wife.or.were.
just. some.of. them. impressed?.And.what.about. the. scope.of.negation.and.
the.adverb.too? In.(14),.was.it.the.sum.of.everything.or.every.single.thing.





















Table 1.  The.distribution.of.readings.of.all…not.constructions.in.the.BNC..
neg-q neg-v coll total
n 243 83 126 452
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but.it.will.be.remembered.that.he.found.no.instances.at.all. in.spoken.lan-
guage..Our.findings.also.support.Horn’s.claims.concerning.the.preference.
for. neg-q. readings. and. Carden’s. finding. that. most. speakers. preferred.
neg-q.readings.in.his.elicitation.experiments..








n 44 451 495
pmw 4.3 5.2 5
Table. 3. shows. the. distribution. of. the. different. readings. in. speech. and.
writing.in.the.BNC.after.uncl.instances.were.removed..
Table 3.. Frequencies.of.the.different.readings.in.speech.and.writing.in.BNC..
. . . (clear.instances.only)..
speech writing
n % n %
neg-q 12 . 39 231 . 55
neg-v 12 . 39 71 . 17
coll 7 . 23 119 . 28
total 31 . 100 421 . 100
The.enormous.difference. in.size.between.the.speech.and.writing.samples.
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ference.between. speech.and.writing. is. significant. at. the.0.01. level,. but. a.
much.larger.spoken.sample.is.needed.for.a.serious.comparison.and.analysis,.
and.we.will.leave.the.matter.here,.returning.only.briefly.to.it.in.5.3.9.
5.  Factors influencing the reading of all…not constructions
When.analyzing.our.data,.we. found. that. some. factors. that.have.not.been.








 All.is.not.lost. . . NP.Head,.pronominal.use,.“bare.all”
 All.the.boys,.All of.the.boys. Predeterminer
Table.4.shows.that.when.all.is.used.as.a.NP.head,.only.2/162,.or.just.over.














n % n %
neg-q 160 99 83 29 243
neg-v 2 1 81 28 83
coll 0 0 126 43 126
total 162 290 452
(15).and.(16).are.typical.neg-q.examples.where.all is.a.NP.head:.
(15). I.recognized.that all.would.not.be.plain.sailing..[ABU:.1417;.neg-q]










(17).is.a.borderline.case:.all this could.have.been.used.instead.of.bare.all, 
and. it. resembles. the.many.cases.where.all this must.be.given.a.coll. in-
terpretation;.however,.none of this mattered.is.a.better.paraphrase.than.all 
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(18). is. taken. from. the. novel.The Buddha of Suburbia. by.Hanif.Kureishi..
The. context.makes. it. clear. that. the.main. character. finds. everything. con-

























. All.boys,.all.the.boys. . . Simplex
. All.good.boys/all.the.boys.in town. One-way.complex
. All.good.boys.in town.. . Two-way.complex
Looking.first.at.the.rows.of.Table.5,.we.see.that.in.neg-q.sentences,.short.
constructions.prevail:.all tends. to.either.be.bare. (66%).or.occur.as.a.pre-
determiner. in. simplex. con.struc.tions. without. additional. modifiers. (23%)..
neg-v. and.coll. are. both.mostly. of. the. simplex. type. (48%.and.51%,. re-
spectively),.both.have.a.fair.share.of.one-way.complex.construc.tions.(41%.
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and.29%,.respectively),.but.coll.sentences.show.a.higher.proportion.of.two-
way.complex.constructions.than.neg-v.sentences.(20%.vs..8%)..If.we.look.




Table 5.  Complexity.and.reading.of.sentences.with.all…not.constructions..
NP.Head Predeterminer
total
Bare.all Simplex Complex.1 Complex.2
neg-q 160.(66%) 56.(23%) 24.(10%) 3.(1%) 243
neg-v 2.(2%) 40.(48%) 34.(41%) 7.(8%) 83
coll 0 64.(51%) 37.(29%) 25.(20%) 126
total 162 160 95 35 290
5.3...Formulaic.uses.of.all…not.constructions








(23). Sock. Shop. admitted. earlier. this. year. that.all.was.not.well.with. its.
American.outlets..[AAS:.376;.neg-q]
Evidence. that. such. instances. are. indeed. formulaic. comes. from. the. fact.
that.BNC.does.not.contain.a.single.instance.of.not all is/was lost,.the.most.
readily.available.paraphrase.for.all is/was not lost,.of.which.BNC.contains.
32.instances.(or.as.many.as.49.if.we.include.slight.variations.like.all may 
11. For.a.discussion.of.formulaicity.in.language,.see.e.g..Wray.(2002)..
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not be lost.or.all is not yet lost).12.Similarly,.there.are.no.instances.of.not all 
is/was well,.but.44.instances.of.all is/was not well.(or.52.with.the.modified.
cases)..In.addition.to.this,.several.of.the.“free”.instances.with.variable.sub-
ject.complements.may.have.been. influenced.by. the. formulaic.ones..Thus.
there.are.13.instances.of.all is/was not X followed.by.other.complements:.
needed / free / derelict / dead / trouble-free / harsh antipathy / (yet) completed / 
(yet) over / politics and institutions / in perfect control / as portrayed on the 
media / going to plan / as aunt Bertha had surmised. It. seems. reasonable. to.
surmise.that.the.frequent.formulaic all is not.constructions.have.influenced.
usage.here..
However,.the.all is / was not X construction.itself.is.not.entirely.frozen:.
there.are.eleven.cases.of.not all is / was X in.BNC,.with.the.following.com-
plements:. spleen / gloom / gloom and doom / hopeless / dead / seen / forgotten 





coll..These.are.mostly.of.the.type.all NP in the world V not,.but.nine.of.
them.are.of. the. form. (as if) all this wasn’t enough..Typical.examples.are.
given.in.(24)–(26):.
(24). ….all.the.marketing.and.computers.in the world.won’t.help.you..
. [A6L:.1316;.coll]
(25). ….the.coroner.had.pointed.out.how.all.the.instruments.in the world.
could.not.have.detected.it... [AD1:.2783;.coll]
(26). As if.all this were not enough,.schools.have.started.managing.their.
own.financial.affairs... [ABE:.1816;.coll]





12. A.google.search.yielded.175,000.instances.of.not all is lost,.but.1,.220,000.for.
all is not lost;.the not all  construction.is.clearly.used.but.makes.up.only.12.5%.
of.the.total.here..
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Table 6.  All.as.NP.head.or.predeterminer.in.the.BNC;.free.and.formulaic.uses..
..all.as.NP.head ..all.as.predeterminer total
Free Formulaic Free Formulaic
neg-q 30 130 80 3 243
neg-v 2 0 81 0 .83
coll 0 0 91 35 126
total 32 130 252 38 452
grand total 162 290 452






















of. exposition.–.All the boys didn’t leave and All of them didn’t come are.
typical.examples.–.and.the.possible.effect.of.context,.especially.extended.
context,.has.often.been.neglected..This.has.been.pointed.out.previously.by.
e.g..Baltin. (1974:.32),. and.Horn.also.uses. the.notion.of. a. forcing.context.
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In.what. follows,.we. give. some. examples. of. different. types. of. forcing.
contexts.found.in.BNC,.beginning.with.lexical.ones.in.(27).and.(28),.where.
the.semantics.of. the.adjective.aggregate. and. the.verb.add up. force.coll.
readings:.
(27). The.director’s.emoluments.must.also.be.included.in.the.bandings.in.the.






Lexical.items.like.these and other can.also.force.neg-v.interpretations,.as.
illustrated.by.(29)–(32):.
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As. already. noted. by. Taglicht,. coordinated. subjects. or. predicates. force. a.
neg-v.reading,.as.shown.by.(33).and.(34),.with.negation.in.either.the.first.
or.the.second.coordinated.element:.







in.a.similar.way.as.coordination. in. (33).and.(34),.and. it.can.also.be.para-
phrased.as.such.(cf..35´)..




In.many.cases,. a. feature. that.occurs. later. in. the. sentence.clarifies.which.
reading. is. intended..As. shown. by. example. (11),. repeated. here. for. conve-
nience,. anaphoric. pronouns. like. it can. force. a.neg-v. reading. of. the. pre-
vious.clause.14
13. This.is.debatable.from.a.strictly.truth.conditional.point.of.view,.but.we.consider.
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(37). I. found. it. most. questionable. that. Forward. Publishing,. having. won.
fifteen.awards.–.including.a.class.winner.–.was.not.mentioned.once.
throughout.the.whole.ceremony..Had.it.been.the.form.that.all agencies.










of.knowledge.of.a.particular. situation,. a. specific.culture,.or.very. special-
ized.professional.knowledge..This.is.the.case.in.(38)..A.reader.who.knows.







(38). Many.of.you.may.have.noticed. that.Good.Housekeeping. is.now.on.
sale.at.the.checkout.in.Sainsbury’s.….I.can’t.think.why all supermar-
kets.don’t put.GH.at.the.checkout... [ED3:.19;.neg-q]
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(39). The.jigsaw.won’t.fit.in.the.suitcase..It’s.back.in.its.box.now,.but.it’s.
still.pretty.big.–.so.I.have.to.stick.it.in.with.the.dirty.washing..I.hope.




So. far,.we.have.shown. that. the.meaning.of.all…not. constructions.can.be.
related. to.struc.tural.as.well.as.contextual. factors,.and. that.some.uses.are.
formulaic. expressions. in.English..We.now.proceed. to. discuss. the. role. of.
contrast.and.emphasis.in.all…not constructions..
5.5...Contrast,.emphasis.and.metalinguistic.negation
There. are. some. major. differences. between. all…not. constructions. with.






examples..Table.7. shows. the. frequency.of.contrastive.conjunctions.or.ad-
verbs.with.the.different.readings.of.all…not.constructions.in.BNC..
Table 7. The.distribution.of.all…not constructions.with.contrastive.conjunctions/
adverbs..
with explicit contrast % total
neg-q 47 19 243
neg-v 3 .4 83
coll 19 15 126











ever;. prisoners.were. taken. at. some.of. the. incidents,. some. carrying.
vital.information... [A77:.1864;.neg-q]
(43). More.than.90%.of.patients.with.duodenal.ulcer.are.carriers.of.H.pylori..

























actual. frequency.of.con.trastive.conjunctions. is.an. indicator.of. the.nature.











ings.15. It.could.be.argued. that. the.neg-q. instances.are. instances.of.what.
has.been.called.metalinguistic.negation,.de.fined.by.Horn.(1989:.363).as.“a.







teristic.of.metalinguistic.negation”.and. that.“[t]his.supports. the.view. that.
the.wide-scope.(neg-q).reading.….occurs.most.naturally.in.metalinguistic.
uses..”.However,.although.Horn.goes.on.to.say.that.“the.fact.that.no.special.
intonation. is. required.….suggests. that. this.construction,.with. its. [neg-q].
inter.pretation,. must. also. be. analyzable. as. realizing. ordinary. predicate.
denial,. ”. he. acknowledges. in. a. note. that. there. remains. a.metalinguistic.
tinge.to.the.neg-q all…not.construction.(1989:.576,.note.31).16
6.  Why are all…not constructions used?
Previous. studies. have. been. concerned. with. how. all…not. constructions.
are. interpreted. (and.sometimes.why.a.particular. interpretation. is.chosen),.
but. the.question.why. these.potentially. ambiguous. constructions. are. used.
15. Jespersen.(1917: .87).claims.that.for.neg-q.senses.“very.often.all.is.placed.first.
for.the.sake.of.emphasis.…”
16. If. it. is. true. that.neg-q. all…not constructions. always. involve.metalinguistic.
negation,. then. it.makes. sense. that. logicians.deny. the.existence.of. the.neg-q.
reading,.as.traditional.logic.only.recognizes.ordinary.predicate.denials..
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at.all.has.received.much.less.attention.17.Why.choose.ambiguous.all…not.










(46). But.if.a.total.consciousness.is.an.organic.whole,.then.some or all.of.
these.parts.could.not.exist.in.the.same.character.in.another.different.
sort.of.whole... [CS2:.464;.neg-v]
(46'). *But.if.a.total.consciousness.is.an.organic.whole,.then.some or none 









tendency. to.put. the. subject. first. in.a. sentence. (Horn’s.“Neg-First”.condition),.
as.well.as.the.“preference.for.overt.negation.[not].to.surface.in.its.unmarked.….
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(47'). ??.So.Structuralism.and.Chomskyism.are.not.exactly.wrong,.and.none.
of.our.official.Linguistics.is.exactly.wrong.…
In.some cases.neg-v all…not constructions.must.have.been.chosen.for.sty-
listic.or.rhet.orical.reasons,.as. in. the.echoic.constructions. in.(48).and.(49),.
where.the.repetition.(verbatim.or.with.slight.changes).of.the.first.sentence.
produces.an.ironical.effect:.
(48). Mr..Ashworth.submitted.that.if.all else failed,.Community.law.would.
come.to.his.rescue..As.all else has not failed,.I.propose.to.deal.with.
this.aspect.of.the.matter.shortly... [FCR:.494;.neg-v]18 
(49). Craig.and.Wedderburn.showed.that.while.almost all industrial workers.
have.to.clock.in,.almost all managers do not.have.to.do.so;.….
[FR4:.460;.neg-v]
As.already.pointed.out. above,. in. a.very. large.number.of. cases all. seems.
to.function.merely.as.an.intensifier..Thus.in.(50)–(54).the.definite.article.
or.demonstratives.already.point. to. the.universality.of. the.statements.;. the.
function.of.all.is.to.emphasize.the.fact.that.there.are.no.exceptions,.and.that.
the.speaker.or.writer.is.referring.to.a.large.number.of.entities..
(50). ….although. there. is.a.declining.performance.as. the.age.of.sign. lan-




. . B:.. Lay.down!.
. . A:..and.all the dogs.don’t like.my.cat!.. [KBL:.3456;.neg-v, spoken]








has.failed,.with.any.stronger.implication.(all else has not- 
failed) derived.pragmatically..”
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(54). All the galleries.of.New.York.do.not.contain.its.equal.–..
[HJH:.3873;.neg-v]





(55). I.shall.associate.with.others.when. they.are.useful. to.me.….nothing.
in.sex.will.concern.me.except. the.pure.physical.pleasure;. I.shall.be.
incapable.of. love.….I.shall. reject.all.arts.and.entertainments.which.






round.to.oppose.it.….All this does not mean,.of.course,.that.France,.
Spain.and.Italy.have.gone.anti-European... [CRA:.2051;.coll].








all the fuss was.not.intended.for.the.man.behind... [A68:.2608;.coll]




19. Anaphoric all this.often.occurs.with.factual.verbs.(cf..Quirk.et.al..1985:.1180ff.).
such.as mean,.say,.or suggest,.as.in.(56)..It.could.perhaps.be.argued.that.the.13.
examples.with.such.factual.verbs.that.occurred.in.our.corpus.are.also.formulaic..




The. rest.of. the.coll all…not constructions.are.mostly.used. to.convey.
the. sense. ‘not. even. all.N. can…’.This.meaning. is. comparable. to. that. ex-






(60). Yet.all her.precautions do.not.seem.to.have.prevented.the.26-year-old.
woman.from.abduction... [CBF:.12392;.coll]
Usually. the. implication. is. that.more.of. the.NP.would.make. the.meaning.
of. the. predicate.more. likely,. but. there. are. a. few. cases.with. the. opposite.
meaning,. i.e.. the.more. of. the. particular.NP,. the. less. likely. the. predicate..
This.use.is.exemplified.by.(61)..
(61). All the.pressures of.people.having.a.go.at.me.all.the.time.don’t help,.
said.Kylie... [ADR:.1235;.coll]
There.is.also.a.semantic.factor:.although.neg-v.constructions.can.normally.
be. para.phrased. by.no-negation. this. is. not. always. quite. true.. It. seems. to.
be. the. case. that. the. use. of. the. universal. quantifier.all is. associated.with.
a.stronger.existential.presupposition.than.the.negative.universal.quantifier.
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(36). And.because all this money.was.not needed.for.war,.it.was.available.
….to.show.its.subjects. that. its.monarchy.lived.in.style.and.elegance..
. [AE4:.336;.neg-v]
(36'). And. because no money.was needed. for.war,. it.was. available.…. to.
show.its.subjects.that.its.monarchy.lived.in.style.and.elegance..
(36). a.. *And.because all this.money.was.not needed. for.war,. it.was.OK.
that.the.government’s.coffers.were.empty..




unambiguous. equivalents.with.not all or.no-negation:. structural,. stylistic.







It. is. generally. recognized. that. negative. sentences. are. used. in. a. context.








readers.as.well:.when.a.writer. realizes. that. s/he.may.have.created.an.un-
warranted. expectation. in. the. reader,. s/he. hastens. to. tell. the. reader. that.
things.are.not.what. they.seem.to.be..Although.writers.are. less.subject. to.
. If. the.speaker.had.said.Keine.Kriegsziele.(‘no.goals.of.war’),.at. least. the.first.
part. of. the. sentence. could. be. understood. to.mean. that. there. never.were. any.
goals.of.war,.whereas.alle Kriegsziele.presupposes.the.existence.of.some.goals..
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to. the.Praguean.notion.of.given.or.old information.….than. to.either.
the.logical/semantic.or.the.formal.pragmatic.….approaches.explicitly.cited.”.
(Cf..e.g..Firbas.1992;. see.also.Prince.1981;.Halliday.1985).. It. is.precisely.
such.a.perspective.that.may.serve.to.explain.the.occurrence.of.many.all…
not construc.tions..All at. the. beginning.of. a. clause. usually. refers. back. to.
information.given. in. the.pre.ceding.context,. and. this.old. information.con-




and. these.assumptions.are. then.denied.by.means.of. the.negator.not. The.
denial.of.the.predicate.constitutes.the.new.information, what.we.may.call.
the. rheme.or. comment. according. to.our. theoretical. framework. (see. espe-
cially.examples.(17),.(18),.(37)–(45).and.(55),.(56),.where.extended.contexts.
are.provided).21.
Our.suggestion. that.all. is.usually. the.old. information,. the. topic.of. the.
sentence,. and. that. the. negated. proposition. is. the. comment. or. new. infor-
mation.tallies.well.with.Chafe’s.(1994).two.important.concepts.of.a.light 
subJect constraint. and.a.one new idea constraint per intona-
tion unit,.both.motivated.by.processing.costs.to.the.speaker..Chafe.(1994:.
109). proposes. that. an. intonation. unit. can. express. no.more. than. one. new.
idea. and. that. thought. proceeds. in. terms.of. one. such. activation. at. a. time..
Similar. ideas. have. been. advanced. by.Givón,. based. on. Bantu. languages,.
(1975,.quoted. from.Chafe),.who.proposes. that. “the. information.per. a. cer-
tain.unit.of.message-transaction. is. restricted.–. say. ‘one.unit.per.proposi-
tion.’”.Du.Bois.(1987:.826),.working.on.Sacapultec,.found.evidence.for.the.
exist.ence.of.a.“one.new.argument.constraint..”.Although.writers.with.time.
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as.speakers.use.all…not constructions.because. they.are.easier. to.produce.





It. is. likely. that.historical. factors.can.also.contribute. to. the.explanation.of.
the.use.of.all…not. constructions,. especially. the. formulaic.ones.where.all 
functions. as. a.NP.head. (like.All ist not lost/well. etc.)..We.know. that. the.
post-verbal.negator.not.developed.in.Late.Old.English.as.a.reinforcer.of.pre-
verbal.ne,.so.that.we.get.the.series.OE.Ic ne secge > ME I ne seye not >.late.





be.no.other.research.on. this.subject,.but. it.seems.unlikely. that.not.would.
appear. before. subject. all. until. quite. late. in. the. history. of. English.. The.




. . Nis nat.gold.…
We. therefore.assume. that. structures. like all V not.were. in.use. for. a. long.
time.and.became.idioms.before not all V would.occur..This.could.then.ac-
count.for.the.existence.of.the.many.formulaic.expressions.of.the.type.All is 
not lost/well/perfect/good. in.Present-Day.English,. and.also. for. the.use.of.
the.all…not construction.with.other.complements,.like.those.quoted.in.5.3,.
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7.  Summary and discussion
Our.investigation.of.the.British.National.Corpus.has.unveiled.a.number.of.
new.and.un.expected.facts.concerning.the.interaction.between.the.universal.
quantifier.all. and. the.negator.not. We.have. shown. that. in. spite.of. the. at-













cations.like.all this, all these, but.the.distributions.are.nevertheless.striking..
We.also.found.several.factors.triggering.the.different.interpretations.of.
all…not construc.tions. that.have.not.been.previously.observed. in. the. liter-
ature..Perhaps. the.most. important.one. is. that. the. interaction.between. the.
universal.quantifier.all and. the.negator.not tends. to. function. in.different.
ways.depending.on.the.use.of.all.as.a.NP.head.or.as.a.predeter.miner..When.
all.functions.as.a.NP.head,.the.scope.of.negation.is.almost.always.wide,.or.







formulaic.examples.of. this. type:.all the N in the world V not is. frequent..
Formulaicity.is.also.an.important.factor.in.other.uses.of.all…not construc-
tions,.especially.where.all is.a.NP.head.as.in.All is not well or.All is not lost. 
All is/was not constructions.vastly.outnumber.those.beginning.with not all 
is in.BNC..But.more.work.needs. to.be.done.on. the.use.of.not all in.con-
structions.where.all is.a.predeterminer..
Our. research. has. also. corroborated. the. assertions. of. previous.writers.
that.context,.linguistic.as.well.as.extralinguistic,.is.crucial.for.the.meaning.







no-negation,. which. can. do. the. same. work. without. incurring. ambiguity..
There.seem.to.be.several.reasons.for.their.use:.both.structural.and.stylistic.
factors..There.is.also.a.semantic.factor:.although.neg-v.con.structions.can.










as. the. topic. or. theme.of. a. new. sentence.where. the. new. information,. the.
comment.or. rheme,.consists.of. the.negated.predicate.. It. is. thus.necessary.













as.well.as. the.prevalence.of. formulaic.uses.were.serendipitous. finds..But.
what.we.have.seen.here.is.certainly.only.the.tip.of.an.ice.berg,.as.our.study.
was. limited. to. constructions. containing. the. lexical. item.all, and.most. of.
our.examples.came.from.written.texts..Much.more.remains.to.be.done.in.
corpus.work.in.this.field..We.need.to.explore.the.use.of.other.lexical.items.
serving.as.universal. quantifiers. in. combination.with.negation:.every and.
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its. compounds. everybody, everyone, everything are. likely. to. show.distri-
butions.and.collocation.patterns.differing.from.those.of.all, and.there.are.
likely. to.be. register.differences.as.well.23.The. influence.of. formulaic. lan-
guage. is. also. likely. to.be.different..Moreover,. as.pointed.out. above,. con-
structions.where.the.quan.tifier.precedes.negation.must.be.compared.with.
those.where.not.precedes.the.quantifier.or.where.no-negation.is.used..
We. also. need.much.more. spoken.material. than. that. available. in.BNC.
to. find. out.what. speakers. really. do. and. to. test. the. discourse. constraints.






A. historical. dimension. based. on. research. using. the. now. increasingly.
available.historical.corpora.would.certainly.contribute.interesting.informa-




tures.like all V not.were.in.use.for.a.long.time.before not all V could.occur..
This.may.have.contributed.to. the.existence.of. the.many.formulaic.expres-
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